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THE TEAM 

I want to learn to interpret business requirement and 
turn it into actionable technical requirements for the 

team to work on. 

PM & SYSTEM ARCHITECT

To improve my technical skills by applying it on a live 
scale project. Also, I would like to gain experience on 

working on analytics related project.

FULL-STACK DEVELOPER

To apply what I’ve learned and gain insights into 
predictive data analytics project and apply machine 

learning to the project. 

DATA ANALYST

To be exposed to live scenario on how data analytics 
can be applied to generate useful and actionable insight 

for business decision. 

QA & CO-DATA ANALYST

To improve my technical skills by exploring new 
languages and working on a live scale project. 

QA & CO-BACKEND ANALYST

To gain more knowledge and insights in the field of 
marketing analytics. In addition, to create UI that will 

be able to act as a catalyst in identifying trend and 

deriving insights through data visualisation. 

UI/UX & FRONTEND DEVELOPER



1974 
FOUNDED

100+ 
Outlets

7 
Countries

Source

SCANTEAK

https://www.scanteak.com.sg/history-and-milestones


WHY SCANTEAK?

Scanteak’s growth story in many ways reflects our growth 

story of Singapore’s economy. In the past 5 decades, 

Scanteak transformed from low-cost manufacturing to one 

that embraces technology, design, and innovation. Therefore, 

helping Scanteak to improve productivity through technology 

in a way is helping promote the “founded in Singapore” 

branding. 



WHY SCANTEAK?

Singapore businesses need to foster a spirit of collaboration 

among three key groups, namely the universities, industry and 

the Government, to form a "Triangle of Innovation”… 

Technology we have must be used by our companies." - Heng 

Swee Keat, Finance Minister 
Government

Universities Industry

Source

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/business/smes-should-collaborate-in-the-face-of-disruption-heng-swee-keat-10618774


CURRENT ISSUE

Lack of dedicated  

IT personnel

Growing  

business

Slow & manual 

Planning



SOLUTION

System



OBJECTIVE/BENEFIT

This project aims to provide Scanteak with descriptive and 

predictive consumer analytics on three primary areas of focus: 

Customer, Staff and Store profiles, based on our client's wealth 

of offline retail data. 


The management team can make use of the insights to make 

informed management decision such as planning for marketing 

campaign or assigning the right staffs to the right stores to 

provide right customers with the right products and improve 

overall customer experience.



INTENDED USER

Marketing

Logistics

Sales

Management



PROJECT SCOPE



DATA UPLOAD

1. Data cleaning (double entry, invalid rows)


2. Infer columns required


• Ethnicity based on first and last name 


• Residential district/housing type/value based on postal code 

(URA) 


• Age and citizenship based on NRIC


3. Convert data into datastore request object 

4. Upload data to datastore 



STORE PROFILE

Descriptive analytics for different products and their 

respective categories. It will provide the foundation for 

predictive analytics (e.g. recommended product and quantity 

allocation for each store). 

Examples of descriptive analytics would include: 

• Sales figure and quantity sold for each product and category


• Sales composition of each product and category


• Grouping of products which are commonly purchased together



CUSTOMER PROFILE

Generate several profiles/personas based on a combination of identifiable 

traits. 

Examples of descriptive analytics would include: 

• Age/race/nationalities/housing district composition of customers


• Customer return rate


• Sales and quantity sold for each identifiable trait or profile


• Main payment method


Examples of business questions that will be answered: 

• What is the average amount spent by customers between the age 40-45?


• Are they mostly new customers or return customers?


• What is the main target profile (40-year-old Chinese male)?



MACHINE LEARNING

Utilizing libraries such as – SciPy, NumPy, matplotlib, pandas, Scikit-

learn to provide predictive analytics for both customers and stores. 

Examples of predictive analytics: 

• Recommended products for different customer profiles


• Recommended price range for different customer profiles


• Recommended products to be displayed for different stores



MARKETING PLANNING
Provide a recommendation of item pairing for cross-selling, particular 

customer cluster/stores to focus on based on the user's input of 

stores, item categories, date range, payment methods, target 

segmentation and day of the weeks. This will reduce the time needed 

for deciding targeted Facebook ads' demographics or planning the 

item or location for an upcoming sales campaign.

Stores

Input

Item 
Categories

Date Range Payment 
methods

Target 
Segmentation

Day of the 
week

Output

Marketing plan 
variable 

recommendation



CUSTOMISATION

• Define the categories/sub-categories of the items. e.g. C = 

Leather  

• Define the customer cluster profile. e.g Profile A (Age 20-40, stays 

in Bedok, Changi, and Punggol, house type tends to be condo) = 

White Collar East Sider. 

Updating of 
categories 

Datestore update 
query



DATA VISUALISATION

Product outcome 

Front end 

Product outcome 

Store profile

Customer profile

Sales Executives

Senior Management

Store Manager

Source Used by

Map 



DEMO



ARCHITECTURAL DIAGRAM
Front-end engine

Backend 

Datastore App Engine

Version Control

Power by 

Compute Engine

Gitlab

Client

Google Cloud Platform

2.7

IAP Authentication

-  Non-default SSH port

- Uncomplicated Firewall

- Disabled root access

- Disabled password

- RSA key only 

- LogWatch enabled

- Fail2ban enabled 

- Localhost only - IAP Security 



BENEFIT

CHEAPER SAFER FUTURE EXPANSION

- ⅓ of AWS/Azure cost


- No dedicated IT staff  

needed


- Redundant Backup

- IAP Security Control


- GDPR & PDPA


- Google Cloud Security

- Multi-Region Support

SourceSource

https://blog.serverdensity.com/cloud-pricing-vs-dedicated-pricing-cheaper/
https://kinsta.com/blog/google-cloud-hosting/


METHODOLOGY

• Agile approach to deliver 

integrated business valued 

feature in each sprint fast  

• Time box interactions with a 

fixed duration of 2 weeks



WORKFLOW (MODIFIED)

Sprint Cycle (2 weeks)

Product 
Backlog

Sprint 
Backlog

Summer: 
Biweekly Meetings


School term: 
Semiweekly Meetings

New 
Functionality

User Testing / Feedback

New tasks

Adding of task





TASK METRICS
Ta

sk
 M

et
ric

s

90%

102.5%

115%

127.5%

140%

Iteration

1 2 3 4 5 6

100% 100% 100% 100%

140%

108%8 9 6 5

10 (14)

13 (14)

Sponsor meeting



CHANGE MANAGEMENT



RISK MANAGEMENT
Technical Risk:

Human Risk: 

Resource Management:

Likelihood

Impact
Low High

High

1
2

3

Unfamiliar with project technology 
(python, GCP, flask and ML) 

Potential schedule clash due to 
the different in class timetable. 
Additionally, FYP with internship 
concurrently means we could only 
work on our project at night and 
during the weekends.

3

1

2 Limited knowledge on analytics, 
consumer behaviour and digital 
marketing



UT - OBJECTIVE

• Deduct usability issues based on users’ behaviour.   

• To gather feedback regarding user interface and the developed 

functions from existing user 

• To improve web application based on the feedback 



KEY FINDINGS (SUMMARY)

Rate the overall UI design? Scale of 1-5, 1 being 

bad, 5 being perfect. Goal is 3 

Result Statement

Avg 3.3

Rate the overall ease of use? Scale of 1-5, 1 being 

very difficult, 5 being very easy. Goal is 3.
Avg 3.6

How useful is the dashboard ? On a scale of 1-5, 1 

being bad, 5 being perfect. Goal is 3. 
Avg 4.3

6 other goals reached 



KEY FINDINGS (UI)

1. User was unclear of certain label naming. (e.g. bootstrap)  

2. User was unclear how to reset the views.  

3. Mention potential add on (marketing planning tools)



SUMMARY

The management feels that: 

1) The project can help to reduce planning time, marketing time and cost. 


2) Improve the way/accuracy they plan their marketing campaigns with 

limited marketing budget. 


3) Provide better training for new sales staff based on the data 



X-FACTOR

Finals: 
Integrated into Scanteak’s local operation for marketing and logistic 

planning operation 

Mid term: 
Reduce marketing & logistic planning duration by 30%



LEARNING OBJECTIVES



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

I want to learn to interpret business requirement and 
turn it into actionable technical requirements for the 

team to work on. 

PM & SYSTEM ARCHITECT

To improve my technical skills by applying it on a live 
scale project. Also, I would like to gain experience on 

working on analytics related project.

FULL-STACK DEVELOPER

To apply what I’ve learned and gain insights into 
predictive data analytics project and apply machine 

learning to the project. 

DATA ANALYST

To be exposed to live scenario on how data analytics 
can be applied to generate useful and actionable insight 

for business decision. 

QA & CO-DATA ANALYST

To improve my technical skills by exploring new 
languages and working on a live scale project. 

QA & CO-BACKEND ANALYST

To gain more knowledge and insights in the field of 
marketing analytics. In addition, to create UI that will 

be able to act as a catalyst in identifying trend and 

deriving insights through data visualisation. 

UI/UX & FRONTEND DEVELOPER



ANY QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU


